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Like manuscripts, wall paintings, seals, coins or panel paintings, charters too constitute an 
important group of historical sources that are of central importance for the research on 
heraldic communication and the use of coats of arms in the Middle Ages and Early Modern 
Times. Like the other source groups, they thereby offer very specific information that is not 
conveyed by any of the other source types. However, this information only unfolds its full 
value when it can be combined with information from the other sources and jointly processed 
with them. To do this, however, the information from the charters and the various other 
source groups must be made available for integrated presentation and analysis - which 
eventually also provides new possibilities for the analysis of the charters themselves. 
Drawing on the technologies of the Semantic Web, the project "The Coats of Arms in 
Practice" is working on ways to integrate the various metadata of the different historical 
sources and objects and the metadata models that formalise them. Partly incommensurable, 
some properties of the different historical object types, such as their dating, however pose 
major challenges to this task.

The talk thus addresses a central problem in historical source criticism in general and for the 
criticism of diplomatic sources in particular. For it is seldom that the source alone is sufficient 
for its understanding. The broader context of the source, its genesis and use and its 
connections to other types of sources, must also be included here, whereby each type of 
source in turn requires its own source-critical approach.

Charters in particular are characterised by a high degree of complexity. In addition to the 
actual text and the script used to record it, they can contain various forms of illuminations, 
but also descriptions and depictions of coats of arms, and each requires its own kind of 
source criticism so that they can be included in the interpretation of the document as a 
whole. If, in addition, the seals belonging to a deed have been preserved, this adds another 
type of source that also requires a specific approach.

If one wants to undertake a data-driven source criticism based on the data available for the 
individual objects, one immediately encounters limitations in various regards.
For example, usually there were separate metadata models developed for the different 
source groups, which primarily address the respective characteristics of each group, which 
makes it difficult to map the different schemes. But even seemingly obvious overlaps 
between metadata such as dating pose bigger problems then one might think.

Indeed, charters, seals or coats of arms are usually provided with a "date" in research 
databases. However, these dates have very different meanings and values. Whereas the 
dating of a deed refers mainly to its "date of issue", coats of arms and seals can usually only
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be loosely dated by their period of use, which again varies greatly. If the terminus post and
ante quem of a seal can be derived from the oldest and most recent document sealed with it,
and is ultimately limited by the dates of life or reign of its bearer, for coats of arms further
objects must be added on which this coat of arms appears, whereby even then - as in the
case of coats of arms of families - the dating can no longer be reduced to the lifetime of a
single person, but may need to be defined even much more loosely.
This complexity excludes in most cases a simple mapping between different metadata
models of different source types. An ontology that is to make the metadata of different
source types jointly retrievable and analysable must therefore bring them together in a way
that on the one hand creates comparability, but on the other hand also takes into account the
different backgrounds of the data in their complexity.

The lecture will (1) discuss how existing ontologies for the integration of historical metadata
models, such as the Europeana Data Model, can be applied to the problem described. In
doing so, it is to be reflected to what extent such solutions can actually be transferred to the
realities of pre-modern multi- and intermedial source types or require adaptations in parts.

Secondly, (2) a new ontology will be presented in the framework of which these open
problems will be addressed. It is a partial result of the project "Coats of arms in Practice",
which aims at the creation of a knowledge graph for the registration, description and analysis
of heraldic sources of most different types and thus puts metadata of most different source
and object types into a common context to analyse them.

The approaches to metadata integration outlined in the lecture could also provide digital
diplomatics with further perspectives on the complexity of its source material in the context of
data-driven processes and how to analyse jointly the texts, illuminations and seals of a
charter  in a larger historical context and in combination with other source types.

The approaches to metadata integration outlined in the example of heraldic research may
thereby also make a contribution to digital diplomatics and offer new perspectives on the
complexity of its source material within the framework of data-driven methods and provide
further ways to jointly analyse the texts, illuminations and seals of charters, each integrated
into a larger historical context in conjunction with other source types.
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